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Abstract–In next generation heterogeneous wireless networks, a 
user with a multi-mode terminal may have network access for dif-
ferent bearer services using various access technologies. In such a 
scenario, the user will select the best access network with good 
QoS and low cost. A profit-seeking network service provider, in 
order to maximize his revenue and be competitive in the market, 
has to efficiently utilize limited resources, and properly price the 
bearer services. Based on analysis and simulations, a simple allo-
cation policy is proposed with the aim to maximize network 
capacity and user QoS, which can also simplify network selection 
process. In addition, the pricing policy for multi-services in heter-
ogeneous wireless networks is also investigated in this paper. 

Keywords: heterogeneous networks, resource allocation, 
bandwidth degradation, pricing, QoS. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communications have undergone fast growth in the 
last two decades. It is envisaged that in next generation wire-
less networks, heterogeneous wireless access technologies e.g. 
2G, 3G networks and the Wireless LAN (WLAN) etc. will 
coexist, and provide multiple bearer services. In addition, 
seamless handover will be possible between these technolo-
gies, which may differ in coverage area, QoS and price. A user 
with a multi-mode terminal can choose the best access network 
any time and any where. This scenario is referred to as Always 
Best Connected [1], which invokes a lot of challenges from 
both the network and the user side. In such an interworking 
scenario, users will select the best access network with good 
QoS and low cost. A profit-seeking network service provider, 
in order to maximize his revenue and be competitive in the 
market, has to efficiently utilize limited resources in order to 
serve as many users as possible with high QoS. Therefore, in 
addition to improving the performance of each individual 
access technology, improving the joint performance of the net-
works is also an important task. Research in this area shows 
that interworking of heterogeneous wireless networks can 
reduce the call blocking and dropping probability [2], and 
properly allocating bearer services to heterogeneous networks 
can improve the total network capacity [3]. 

A proper price policy can never be overlooked because it 
directly influences user demand and network revenue. There 
are numerous papers on pricing for communication networks 
using the principles of Microeconomics [4]. Kelly et al. use 
congestion price for rate control in wired networks, where elas-

tic traffic users value only the throughput [5] and dynamically 
change their data rate. Siris applies a similar approach in 
CDMA networks [6]. However, these approaches suffer from 
their complexity, and may not accepted by the users. A simple 
pricing scheme, Paris Metro Pricing (PMP) suggests to parti-
tion the network into two parts which only differ in price [7]. 

Pricing and resource allocation in heterogeneous networks 
are closely related to each other. On the one hand, allocation of 
bearer service should maximize the capacity and QoS of users, 
which has influence on price. One the other hand, price directly 
affects the user selection of networks and the traffic demand, 
and consequently, the load and QoS of the networks. The main 
task of this paper is to analyse combined pricing and allocation 
algorithms in heterogeneous networks, with the objective to 
jointly optimise multi-service provisioning and pricing. Sec-
tion II discusses algorithms for bearer service allocation in het-
erogeneous networks. Section III presents the price scheme. 
Finally, Section IV concludes the paper. 

II. BEARER SERVICE ALLOCATION

A. Wireless networks and capacity

The most widely used wireless communication system GSM 
is based on TDMA technology, and the third generation mobile 
communication system UMTS is based on WCDMA, which is 
optimised for multimedia services. Both GSM and UMTS can 
share the same core network, and provide ubiquitous coverage 
area with similar cell size. In addition, both systems provide 
multi-bearer services, and four QoS classes have been identi-
fied for different kinds of traffic: conversational, streaming, 
interactive, background classes [10]. The same QoS parame-
ters have been standardized, which allows easy integration of 
both systems. Compared with cellular systems, the WLAN has 
smaller coverage area, and is suitable for best-effort high data 
rate services. It has been deployed in non-contiguous hot spot 
areas for wireless Internet access, and there is a trend to inte-
grate the WLAN and cellular systems [11].

The capacity of a certain bearer service in a wireless net-
work can be measured as the total throughput when certain 
ratio of users have satisfying QoS level prescribed by the net-
work [12]. Comparing the capacities of different systems is 
inherently difficult due to technology differences. However, 
some preliminary results of service capacities in GSM and 
UMTS are available. Rysavy shows that GPRS is relative good 
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at supporting low rate data services, and UMTS is relative 
efficient for high data rate services [13]. Comparable results 
are reported by evaluating the performance of UMTS and 
GPRS for WWW data service [14]. Furuskär shows similar 
results [3], and indicates that in a multi-service wireless net-
work, linear capacity region between single bearer service 
capacity end points can be achieved as shown in Fig. 1, where 
the capacity for voice and high rate data service in GSM are 
C1

1  and C2
1  respectively; the capacity for voice and high rate 

data service for UMTS are C1
2  and C2

2  respectively, with

x1 voice( )

x2 data( )

Maximum 
combined
capacity

Minimum 
combined
capacity

Fig. 1. Bearer service allocation in GSM and UMTS
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Mathematically, when a network supports N different 
bearer services with linear capacity region, its load ρ  in per-
centage can be described by (2), where x j  and C j  are the 
throughput and total capacity of the service type j. 

ρ
x j

C j
------

j 1=

N

∑= (2)

When capacity region is not linear, it can be approximated 
by several linear parts. For simplicity, linear capacity region 
is assumed in this paper.

B. Capacity based bearer service allocation

Since each network has different efficiency in supporing 
different bearer services, the maximum capacity can be 
achieved by properly allocating bearer services in different 
networks. Assume a set of M networks, each has different 
capacities for a set of N bearer services. The problem can be 
formulated as properly allocating the bearer service type j in 
networks, so that the total capacity is maximized. That is

max.   x j j 1 2 … N ,, , ,=

s.t.   ρi ρi x1
i x2

i … xN
i, , ,( ) 1,≤= i 1 2 … M ., , ,=

. (3)

This problem belongs to the General Assignment prob-
lems, which are NP-complete. However, when the allocation 
of each bearer service in each network, x j

i , is small enough, 
the optimal solution can be found by comparing the relative 
efficiency of the networks. Intuitively, for each single bearer 
service x j , it should be allocated to the network with the 
smallest marginal rate of load increase, so that the network 
load can be kept at a minimum level. With linear capacity 

region (2), the marginal load increase in network i when 
bearer service j is allocated can be calculated as 

ρi∂
x j∂

-------
x j

i

C j
i

------
j 1=

N

∑∂ x j
i∂⁄ 1

C j
i

------= = . (4)

However, when different services have to be allocated in 
one network, the influence of one service on other services 
has to be considered. We can use a scaling factor λ i  for each 
network, which makes the marginal load increase of each 
service in all networks comparable. The scaling factor is cal-
culated as the marginal load increase of a network i for all 
services shown in (5). 

λ i ρi∂
xi∂

-------
x j

i

C j
i

------
j 1=

N

∑∂ x j
i

j 1=

N

∑∂⁄ 1
C j

i
------
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N

∑= = = . (5)

Combing (4) and (5), we get the relative load increase for 
the service j in the network i:

1
C j

i
------ 1

C j
i

------
j 1=

N

∑⁄ i 1 2 … M, , ,= . (6)

Thus, for each bearer service, the network with the smallest 
marginal value in (6) should be first allocated to. Take the 
example of Fig. 1, and combine (1) and (6), the results show 
that GSM has smaller marginal load increase for the voice 
service, and UMTS has smaller marginal load increase for the 
high rate data service. Thus voice users should be allocated as 
much as possible to GSM, and data users to UMTS. Fig. 1
shows the maximum combined capacity as well as the mini-
mum capacity region when the opposite allocation is applied. 
It should be noted that, though the final allocation result is the 
same with the example in [3], but the method here is a more 
general.

C. Performance based bearer service allocation 

In this section, different methods of improving the QoS of 
bearer services are studied, and a simple allocation policy is 
proposed. For simplicity and without losing generality, two 
real time services and one non-real time service are consid-
ered, i.e. the voice, high bandwidth streaming and elastic data 
service. Three possible approaches to increase QoS are con-
sidered. The first is bandwidth adaptation of real time serv-
ices, where an adaptive service can degrade its bandwidth in 
case of congestion, which is effective in mitigating the vary-
ing level of resource availability and mobility [15][16]. The 
second is the integration of traffic from different kinds of 
bearer services. Since multiple bearer services will coexist in 
heterogeneous networks, thus the integration performance is 
also important. The third is overflowing traffic of different 
kinds of bearer services from one network to another, which 
is special feature in heterogeneous wireless network.

Due to the complexity of the problem, simulations have 
been carried out to evaluate the performance. Assume each 
wireless cell has the same coverage area, six neighbour cells, 



and the capacity of 32 units bandwidth. 19 adjacent cells have 
been simulated, and a wrap around model is used in order to 
eliminate the border effect. User movement is characterized 
by the dwell time in a cell, which is assumed to have a Log-
normal distribution based on the reported measurement data 
[17], and a small dwell time mean of 15s is used in the simu-
lation. The voice and streaming service are characterized by 
Poisson arrival, and exponentially distributed service time 
duration with mean 60s. Their maximum bandwidth require-
ments are 1 and 4 units respectively. Elastic data traffic is 
modelled based on a WWW traffic model introduced in [18], 
data requests have a Poisson session arrival process, each ses-
sion contains a certain number of page requests separated by 
certain thinking time. Only flow level performance of the data 
service is studied, assuming data users share unused band-
width equally in the range between its maximum and mini-
mum bandwidth.

For real time services, a call can be lost either due to block-
ing at call initiation or dropping at handover. Simulation 
results show that the high bandwidth steaming service suffers 
from a high loss probability even at very low load; and mobil-
ity has little influence on the data service thanks to its elastic 
nature. The details are not shown for space reason. 

A simple bandwidth degradation scenario for real time 
services is simulated, i.e. in case of congestion, real time 
services can reduce the maximum bandwidth to the half of it. 
Two performance metrics for degradation are studied: band-
width degradation refers to the average reduced bandwidth 
normalized by its maximum bandwidth; degradation proba-
bility refers to the percentage of users, who have experienced 
degradation. Fig. 2 
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Fig. 2. Streaming service performance im-
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shows that degradation reduces the loss 
probability considerably, meanwhile, users have relative low 
bandwidth degradation but a high degradation probability.

Next, we present the integrated performance of bearer serv-
ices. It is assumed that all bandwidth is completely shared by 
traffic from all bearer services, and real time traffic has prior-
ity over data traffic. Fig. 3 compares two integration scenar-
ios. The degradation of the streaming traffic is reduced when 
it is integrated with the data traffic; and it has no performance 
improvement when integrated with voice. Actually, the aver-

age data rate of the data traffic mainly depends on the load of 
the network, and will not suffer much from the integration 
with the streaming traffic, details are not shown here. 

To compare different overflow scenarios, we consider two 
layers of overlay networks, e.g. GSM and UMTS networks. 
These two types of networks can have the same and fully 
overlapped coverage area, which is technically feasible, and 
may also save installation cost. For simplicity, both systems 
are assumed to have the same capacities for all types of serv-
ices. The preferred network for voice is GSM, for the stream-
ing and data service is UMTS. Four different overflow 
scenarios are compared: only allow users of one of the three 
types of services select the least loaded network when they 
enter a cell, and other users overflow to the less preferred net-
work only to avoid degradation or loss; allow all users select 
the least loaded network when they enter a cell. The perform-
ance comparison of the streaming service is illustrated in Fig. 
4. All four types of overflow scenarios improve the perform-
ance as compared to the results in Fig. 3, revealing the benefit 
of overflow, and allow only data users to make overflow out-
performs other scenarios.

Based on the results above, a simple bearer service alloca-
tion policy for GSM/UMTS networks can be derived, i.e. 
allocating voice users to GSM and high bandwidth streaming 
users to UMTS, while allowing data users to choose the least 
loaded network. Consequently, the number of overflow is 
reduced and network selection can be simplified, in that over-
flow is mainly limited to data users, and real time service 
users stay in the preferred networks whenever possible. Actu-
ally, this result can also apply to the interworking of other 
types of cellular networks. 

III. PRICING BEARER SERVICES 

A. Pricing in a capacity limited network 

In wireless networks, we assume that the aggregate traffic 
demand of users for a certain service depends only on its 
price, and it can be described by a constant price elasticity 
model proposed in [19]: 

x j A j p j
ε j–

= . (7)



x j  and ε j  are the demand and the price elasticity of the 
service type j, and A j  is the demand potential. Estimations 
show that the demand elasticity for data services is higher 
than that of the voice service, and both are approximately 
constant and greater than one. That is, a reduction in price 
leads to relative larger increase in demand and thus increases 
network revenue. Normally, the capacity of wireless net-
works remains stable within a certain period of time. The net-
work revenue R with the capacity constraint shown in (8) is 
differentiable and concave, its maximum value can be calcu-
lated by defining a Lagrangian L [20], as shown in (9). 

max. R x j

j 1=

N

∑ p j A j
1 ε j⁄

x j
1 1 ε j⁄–

= =

s.t.  ˙ ρ ρ x1 x2 … xN, , ,( ) 1≤= 

L x j p j

j 1=

N

∑ λ 1 ρ–( )–=

(8)

(9)

Assuming linear capacity region characterized by (2), the 
condition for maximum revenue is

L∂
x j
------ 0

R j∂
x j

-------- p j 1 1
ε j
----– 

 =⇒ λ
C j
------= p j⇒ λ

C j
------

ε j

ε j 1–
-------------= = . (10)

The result in (10) indicates that network revenue is maxi-
mized when the marginal revenues of all services are the 
same. Services with low price elasticities are charged with 
high prices, which is called price discrimination [4], and the 
bearer services which are more efficient in the network are 
charged relatively less. 

B. Pricing bearer services in GSM and UMTS

Different capacities of GSM and UMTS may lead to differ-
ent prices for the same kind of bearer service. One possible 
policy is to charge different prices for the same bearer service 
in order to motivate users to use the more efficient network. 
This has the consequence that the cheaper network will attract 
more users and thus will get more congested. In fact, it is sim-
ilar to PMP [7], which partitions the network into two parts 
differing only in price. Optimal PMP performance depends 
on optimal prices and optimal partition of the total capacity, 
which might not be feasible in an integrated GSM and UMTS 
networks. Critics on PMP argue that PMP is inefficient in an 
competitive environment [8], and a network may have lower 
revenue by implementing PMP [9]. In addition, charging the 
same price for the same service allows easy charging and net-
work selection. So in the following, we only consider the 
same price for the same service. We assume a service pro-
vider can set the service price, and the competition between 
service providers will be a topic in the future.

As revealed in Section II, the streaming service has low 
trunking efficiency in wireless networks. Without degrada-
tion, in order to keep an acceptable low loss probability, the 
offered load of the streaming service has to be kept low. Deg-

radation can increase its load, but high degradation also leads 
to reduced QoS, and thus reduces revenue. This is illustrated 
in the following example. Assume the price elasticity for the 
streaming service is similar as voice, and the elasticities for it 
and the data service are 1.1 and 1.5 respectively based on the 
reported estimation [19]. Two pricing scenarios are com-
pared, the first case is that the streaming and data service 
have the same price, and the second case is that the streaming 
and data service are priced according to their price elastici-
ties. In order to compensate the reduced QoS due to degrada-
tion, degraded users are given 20% discount off the normal 
price. Fig. 5. shows that the revenue increases with the 
demand potential, and the network has higher revenue for 
case 2. The reason is that for case 1, the price for the stream-
ing service is relative low, thus leads to high demand and 
high degradation; while for case 2, the price for the streaming 
service is higher due to its low price elasticity, thus the 
demand of it is kept at a low level. 

We propose that the pricing for bearer services should be 
based on the price elasticity, demand potential, as well as the 
network capacity. In addition, the QoS of bearer services has 
to be considered, because low QoS reduces user satisfaction 
and may lead to reduced revenue. The performance results of 
the streaming service indicate that there is a trade-off between 
the capacity and degradation, the higher the capacity, the 
higher the degradation. Thus, a good understanding of user 
behaviour with respect to degradation is important in finding 
the optimal price. However, only limited preliminary result is 
reported [16], 
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Fig. 5. Network revenue comparison

and further research is still required. 

C. WLAN pricing 

In this section, we discuss the pricing for cellular networks 
and WLAN interworking. We assume both cellular networks 
and the WLAN are owned by the same service provider. Due 
to its high capacity and low cost, the service price of the 
WLAN can be lower. Suppose there are y WLAN cells 
deployed within a cellular cell, each WLAN cell has a relative 
coverage area compared with the cellular cell, denoted as m, 
normally we have m 1« . Suppose users are homogeneously 
distributed, and will use the WLAN when they are in its cov-



erage area. So the demand potential in the cellular cell and in 
the WLAN cell are A 1 m–( )  and Am  respectively. The total 
revenue RN  is the sum of the revenue from the cellular net-
work and the WLAN shown in (11), by using the result from 
(8), where CC  and CW  are the capacity of a cellular and 
WLAN cell respectively. 

RN 1 ym–( )A[ ] 1 ε⁄ CC
1 1 ε⁄– mA( )1 ε⁄ CW

1 1 ε⁄–+= (11)

When m 1« , using Maclaurin series, (11) can be approxi-
mated by 

RN A1 ε⁄ CC
1 1 ε⁄– 1 ym

ε
-------– ym1 ε⁄ CW

CC
--------

1 1 ε⁄–

+≈ . (12)

The part in the parenthesis in (12) can be interpreted as the 
ratio of the total revenue to the revenue in the cellular system. 
(12) indicates that the revenue increases approximately line-
arly with the number of the WLAN cells, and more revenue 
can be obtained when the demand potential is high. 

Suppose the average cost of unit bandwidth of cellular sys-
tem is KCU , and the cost of each WLAN access point is 
KWU . When the user demand in cellular networks increases 
from CC  to CC' , The cost of extra cellular capacity is shown 
in (13), and the number of WLAN cells required to accom-
modate the extra demand in cellular systems can be calcu-
lated using (14). Combining (13) and (14), the relative cost of 
installing extra capacity in cellular systems and WLAN is 
derived in (15), which reveals that the higher the demand in 
cellular systems, it is more beneficial to use WLAN to 
increase the capacity of cellular systems.

KC KCU CC' CC–( )=

CC' 1 ym–( ) CC y
CC' CC–

mCC'
---------------------=⇒=

KC

KW
--------

KCU CC' CC–( )
yKWU

--------------------------------------
KCU CC'm

KWU
------------------------= =

(13)

(14)

(15)

Both (12) and (15) show that a high relative coverage of 
WLAN m provides more revenue and saves installation cost. 
However, the physical coverage of WLAN cells is limited, an 
equivalent method to increasing its coverage is to increase its 
usage, e.g. charging a lower price in WLAN to encourage the 
usage of the WLAN, and postponing non-real time services in 
cellular networks till users can access the WLAN. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper describes bearer service allocation and pricing 
in next generation networks. Analysis and simulation results 
show that real time services should be allocated to the capac-
ity efficient network and non-real time data service should be 
allowed to select the least loaded network. In cellular net-
works, the same bearer service should be charged the same 
price based on the its price elasticity and QoS. In addition, 
preliminary analysis shows that the WLAN can share the load 
and increase the revenue of cellular networks. 

In order find the optimal price, a proper understanding of 
the QoS influence on user demand is necessary, and further 
research in this direction is still required. In addition, the pric-
ing policy considering competition between service providers 
is also a topic in the future.
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